If we can measure the masses of all the charginos and neutralinos from the future electron and muon collider, we can determine the M 1 , M 2 , µ and tan β in MSSM ( CP is conserved ) uniquely by a simple solution, which is very important to the string model building and future M-theory model building. And if we just measured part of those masses, we can also discuss the soft tems with the given equations between the soft terms and the chargino and neutralino masses.
Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1, 2] is one of the most promising extensions for physics beyond the Standard Model, so, the search for the SUSY is one of the main issues in the experimental programs at LEP2 and TEVATRON. Although we did not observe any SUSY-particles yet, hopefully, we will have such events with the increasing of the center mass energy of the collider. After we observe such events, the question is that how to get the soft terms or the Lagrangian from the experiment. One way is that one considers the cross section from experiment, and then determins the soft terms and coupling [3, 4] . Another way is that, one get the masses of particle from the experiment [5] , then algebraiclly, deterimine the soft terms from them directly [6] .
In fact, we just have three variables or soft terms ( M 2 , µ and tan β) in chargino mass matrix and four variables or soft terms (M 1 , M 2 , µ and tan β) in neutralino mass matrix. And as we know, we will have very high energy and luminosity in e + e − collider and much higher energy in muon collider in the future. In fact, the two stages of the proposed Next Linear Collider(NLC) are: the first with √ s = 500 GeV and luminosity 50 f b −1 /yr, and the second with √ s = 1000 GeV and luminosity 100-200 f b −1 /yr; The first Muon Collider (FMC) has √ s = 250 GeV, and Next Muon Collider (NMC) has √ s = 2000 GeV. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that we can observe all the possible chargino and neutralino production except that the cross section is very small 1 , so, we might obtain all the masses of the charginos and neutralinos, or at least the masses of two charginos, the masses of two gaugino component dominant neutralinos and the sum of the masses of the two higgsino component dominant neutralinos [7] . The really question is that whether we can determine the M 1 , M 2 , µ and tan β in MSSM. In this letter, we show that we can determine M 1 , M 2 , µ and tan β in MSSM from the chargino and neutralino masses by a simple solution. And we also give the relations between the soft terms and the chargino and neutralino masses, which will be useful for the soft terms analysis if we just measure some of those masses.
In addition, if we knew chargino and neutralino masses, first we can check the mass relation between them in supergravity, i. e. [8] :
Then we can check the relation in GUT between M 1 and M 2 :
1 The cross sections of all the possible chargino and neutralin production in e + e − collider are calculated by helicity amplitude [7] , from the calculation of the representative points there, we might think it is reasonable to make this assumption.
If they are all right, then, one can use relation among the gaugino masses in unified theory to determine the universal gaugino mass M 1/2 :
where
which is often used in string/M-theory phenomenology discussion. If we knew M 1/2 , we can determine the universal scalar mass M 0 and tri-coupling A, because we have relations on gaugino mass, scalar mass and tri-coupling, for example, no-scale scenario [9] , M o = A = 0, dilaton dominant SUSY breaking, [10] M 1/2 = √ 3M 0 = −A, the same case in M-theory [11] ( strong heterotic string ) scenario [12] . With all of the above information, we can determine all the SUSY particle sector if we chose a specific model, therefore, this is really important for string model building and future M-theory model building. Therefore, it is really very important to measure the masses of the charginos and neutralinos in the future electron and muon collider.
In section II, we review the relevant Lagrangian for the chargino and neutralino mass matrix in MSSM. In section III, we present the relation between the soft terms and the chargino and neutralino masses. We show how to determine M 1 , M 2 , µ and tan β in MSSM in section IV. And some comments in section V.
Chargino and Neutralino Sector in MSSM
In this section, we cite the relevant Lagrangian which follows the notation in the second reference of [1] and reference [2] .
In MSSM, every matter fields and the gauge fields in standard model have their super-partner, and it includes two Higges doublet superfields:Ĥ 1 andĤ 2 which give masses to the isospin − particles respectively. tan β is defined by the ratio of the two neutral scalar Higgs VEV.
The charginos and neutralinos are the mass eigenstates of the mixing of the super parter of the SU(2) × U(1) gauge fields and scalar Higgs particles. The charged mass terms are:
where (ψ ± ) T = (−iW ± ,H ± ) which are two component spinors and
The chargino mass eigenstates are defined bỹ
where U and V are unitary matrices. And the chargino masses are
If eigenvalue was positive ( negative ) , η Ci = +1(−1), which keep the mass mχ± i positive.
The neutral mass terms are:
2 ) which are two-component spinors and
. (10) The neutrlino mass eigenstates areχ
where N diagonalizes Mχ0. And the neutralino masses are
If eigenvalue was positive ( negative ) , η N i = +1(−1), which keeps the mass mχ0
Here, we use the notation that, the masses of neutralinos and charginos are ordered by the larger the low index i where i=1, 2, 3, 4 for neutralino and i=1, 2 for chargino, the larger the mass.
Relations between the Soft Terms and the Masses
First, let us discuss the charginos 2 . The chargino mass was calculated and we choose the following notation [13] :
in this notation, the η C2 is fixed and is +1. And obviously:
2 We assume that M 2 and M 1 are positive in our discussion.
and
Define A and B as follwoing:
Then, we obtain the soft term M 2 and µ in terms of β and the chargino masses. They are: (I) M 2 ≥ |µ|:
(II) µ > M 2 :
(II) |µ| > M 2 and µ < 0:
Now, let us discuss the neutralino mass matrix. Because the analytical solution for the neutralino eigenvalue is very complicated [14] , we take 4 invariant values under similarity transformation: T rMχ0, T rM 2 χ 0 , T rM 3 χ 0 and DetMχ0, which are independent and equivalent to the original neutralino mass matrix. So, we obtain:
In addition, using eq.s (10, 17, 18, 20) , we can caluculate the soft terms from the chargino masses and neutralino masses by following steps:
Because sin 2β
So, we can determine the sign of µ.
Determining the Soft Terms
First, we discuss the η C1 which is ±1. If µ < 0, then obviously, η C1 =+1. If µ > 0, because we have:
and that value is larger than zero. So, if :
then η C1 = −1. Otherwise, because the general low bound of the lightest chargino is about 65 GeV [15], the upper bound of the heaviest chargino is about 100 GeV. Because in general, we may have the following relation between the chargino masses and the neutralino masses just from the neutralino and chargino mass matrix:
we can observe all the chargino and neutralino productions if the cross section is not too small and we can use eq.(21-24) to obtain the soft terms in which we do not need to know the η C1 . Then we discuss the η N i where i=1, 2, 3, 4. Because we always choose our notation as M 1 and M 2 are positive. η N i will be positive forB 0 andZ 0 component dominant neutralino, i. e., the neutralino whose dominant component is gaugino will have η = +1. And one of the negative sign will appear in the higgsino component dominant neutralino, i.e., one higgsino component dominant neutralino has η = −1, the other has η = +1 because the negative determinant for 0 −µ −µ 0 in the neutralino mass matrix. The above argument should be true although I do not give the exact mathmatics proof here. In addition, from our experience in diagonalization of the neutralino mass matrix, for µ > M 2 , the negative sign of η usually is the third one, i.e., η N 3 =-1, for µ < M 1 or about µ ≃ M 1 , we will have the second neutralino which has negative sign, i.e., η N 2 =-1. Now, let us discuss how to determine the soft terms. If one can observe the masses of the two chargino and determine the tan β from the SUSY Higgs sector at e + e − colliders [3] , then using eq.(14-16) and discussion on η C1 , we can obtain M 2 and µ at most 4 kinds of possibility if we did not observe neutralino production for some reason, and we might determine which is right from the cross section comparison. In fact, if we can observe high energy production cross section of them, we can determine which region, the gaugino or the higssino region, the real physics lives in, because, when the center mass energy is high enough, the gaugino component dominant chargino pair will have larger cross section than that of higgsino component dominant chargino pair [7] . Of course, obviously, the worst thing is that we just know the lightest chargino mass and the two light neutralino masses ( maybe the sum of the two light neutralino mass if they are higgsino component dominant neutralinos because the cross section of the higgsino component dominant neutralino pair production might be very small), it is obviously we can not just using these conditions ( 2 or 3 ) to determine all the four soft terms in MSSM, even though we assume the GUT in the high energy, then we have a relation between M 1 and M 2 , i.
, it is really technically hard to get those soft terms 3 . Of course, if µ >> M 2 or µ << M 1 , i.e., we observe the masses of the lightest chargino and the first two neutralinos are low, but we search for much high energy and we do not observe the production likeχ , then we can determine that |µ| >> M 2 , it is easy to determine the M 1 and M 2 , M 2 is equal to the lightest chargino mass and M 1 is equal to the neutralino mass which is not the lightest chargino mass [7] .
As we know, we will have very high energy and luminosity in e + e − collider and much higher energy in muon collider in the future. In fact, the two stages of the proposed Next Linear Collider(NLC) are: the first with √ s = 500 GeV and luminosity 50 f b −1 /yr, and the second with √ s = 1000 GeV and luminosity 100-200 f b −1 /yr; The first Muon Collider (FMC) has √ s = 250 GeV, and Next Muon Collider (NMC) has √ s = 2000 GeV. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that we can observe all the possible chargino and neutralino production except the cross section which is very small, so, we might obtain all the masses of the charginos and neutralinos, or at least the masses of two charginos, the masses of two gaugino component dominant neutralinos and the sum of the two higgsino component dominant neutralinos. Then we can use eq.(21-24) to obtain the soft term except we can not decide the η i i=1, 4 where one of them is negative and is higgsino component dominant neutralino. However, from the cross section we can determine which two are higgsino component dominant neutralinos, because the cross section for higgsino component dominant neutralino pair is very small. After we obtain the soft terms, we can diagonalize the chargino and neutralino mass matrix to check which is right if we have no idea which η N i is negative, or we can also use eq.(19) to check and one of the equation from eq.s (8, 9, 11) to check. In addition, if we knew the masses of two charginos, the masses of two gaugino component dominant neutralinos and the sum of the two higgsino component dominant neutralinos, we obtain that the negative sign of η N i is one of the two higgsino component dominant neutralinos. Although we can not use eq.(21-24) directly, but we can write a fortran program to do it, because the mass difference between two higgsino component dominant neutralinos can not be large. The detail steps are: assume that the higgsino component dominant neutralino whose mass is small has η=-1. We write a loop, the upper bound of that neutralino is half of that sum, from that bound low the mass to see whether we can find a consistent solution of the soft terms which can give the right masses of the neutralinos and charginos. Then we can do the same thing for choosing the higgsino component dominant neutralino whose mass is small has η=+1, i. e., the larger mass one has η=-1. Of course, one can also try to solve the equtaions directly, but, we can not express it in simple formular. Now, let us choose an example to show how we can determine M 1 , M 2 , µ and tan β in MSSM from chargino and neutralino masses. The cross sections of all the possible chargino and neutralino production in e + e − collider were calculated in Ref. [7] by helicity amplitude method, so I choose one point from there as an example. That point are chosen from mSUGRA and the soft terms at unification scale are: M 1/2 = 175 GeV, M 0 =140 GeV, A=0.0 and tan β = 35.0, signµ=+1, and the corresponding low energy gaugino masses and µ are: M 1 =72.22 GeV, M 2 = 146.14 GeV, µ=255.30 GeV. And the cross section is given at Figure 1 , where C, N denote the chargino and neutralino respectively, and the 1, 2, 3, 4 denote which particles 4 . From the cross section, we know that we can obtain the chargino mass 4 We do not give the cross section ofχ -24) , we obtain the soft terms: M 1 =72.22 GeV, M 2 = 146.14 GeV, µ=255.30 GeV, and tan β = 34.98, and we can diagonalize the mass matrix of chargino and neutralino to check it is right. In addition, taking η N 4 = −1, using eq.(21-24), we obtain that sin 2β = 1.957179, which is impossible because we take β is real. Therefore, we get unique solution. In fact, as we mention above, if µ > M 2 , then, from our experience, we always have η N 3 = -1.
Comments
When this paper was prepared, I noticed that J.-L. Kneur and G. Moultaka shared the same idea indepedently ( I just noticed the revised version which appeared on September 30, 98, because I just got into low energy SUSY phenomenology from Mtheory phenomenology.). However, in their discussion, they fixed tan β and most of discussion from mathematics analysis. We do not fix tan β, and give a simple solution for all the soft terms from chargino and neutralino masses. And our discussion use the general formal argument in chargino and neutralino production in Ref. [7] to determine the SUSY physics. 
